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“...informative, encouraging, exciting and valuable for anyone interested in wellness”
~Light of Consciousness Magazine
“...offers empowering information on how we can enhance our body’s
self-healing capabilities to regain and maintain our health safely and naturally”
~Spirituality & Health Magazine

THE LIVING MATRIX
The New Science of Healing
Documentary Film Reveals Latest Research in Alternative Healing and
Challenges Conventional Medical Understanding of How We Heal
Featuring: Lynne McTaggart, Dr. Eric Pearl, Bruce Lipton PhD, MD, Marilyn Mandala Schlitz
PhD, Dean Radin Ph.D, Adam Dreamhealer, Rupert Sheldrake, Ph.D and more...
SAN FRANCISCO, CA (December 1, 2009)—Mind, intention, belief...can these factors
influence healing? How do placebos work? Can science explain “miracle” cures? A groundbreaking new film, THE LIVING MATRIX—THE NEW SCIENCE OF HEALING
(Beyond Words), addresses these questions and explores how quantum physics, energy fields,
and consciousness directly affects our health and well-being. For the first time leading scientists,
researchers, and holistic practitioners share the latest science and alternative concepts that are
revolutionizing healthcare as we know it. The film premiered to sold out audiences in London
and Los Angeles and is now available on DVD.
THE LIVING MATRIX is a provocative, full-length feature documentary on healing and the
nature of human health. The film uncovers innovative breakthroughs and discoveries that will
transform your understanding of how we heal. The most significant revelation is how energy and
information fields are as influential as genetics in determining human health, physiology and
biochemistry. The film illustrates the undeniable benefits of integrating alternative healing
modalities into conventional healthcare and advocates shifting from a disease centered system to
a healing centered model.
“Western medicine excels at emergency medicine but falls short in treating chronic or terminal
illness,” states San Francisco-based filmmaker Greg Becker, “I found myself suffering from
chronic fatigue syndrome, and the traditional Western path didn't offer any
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remedies other than bed rest. I began looking around at different alternative resources, trying to
understand what the possibilities were. I recovered through using
bio-energetic therapy and I wanted to explore how and why energy and informational medicine
work. I wanted to bring a message of hope and choice to people.” Becker partnered with his wife
Producer Susan Becker and Executive Producer Harry Massey, an entrepreneur in bioenergetics
and informational healthcare in Poole, England, on the making of the film.
Energy healing, placebos, intention experiments, thought field therapy, heart coherence,
Informational Medicine, Neuro-Linguistic Programming --are just some of the topics explored in
THE LIVING MATRIX. The film features distinguished experts such as Bruce Lipton, MD,
PhD, author of The Biology of Belief; Edgar Mitchell PhD, US Astronaut, Founder of Institute of
Noetic Sciences; Rupert Sheldrake, PhD, author of A New Science of Life and Rollin McCraty,
Director of Research, Institute of HeartMath; Lynne McTaggart, author of The Field and The
Intention Experiment; Marilyn Mandala Schilitz President of IONS and more.
	
  
The	
  film	
  also	
  shares	
  compelling	
  true	
  stories	
  of	
  p eople	
  who	
  recovered	
  from	
  chronic	
  illness	
  –	
  including	
  a 	
  
five-‐year-‐old	
  boy	
  born	
  with	
  cerebral	
  palsy,	
  an	
  osteopathic	
  d octor	
  with	
  a	
  brain	
  tumor,	
  and	
  a	
  Midwest	
  
housewife	
  bedridden	
  with	
  chronic	
  fatigue	
  s yndrome.	
  	
  Leading	
  researchers	
  and	
  h ealth	
  practitioners	
  
uncover	
  the	
  scientific	
  theories	
  b ehind	
  these	
  "miracle	
  cures"	
  and	
  indicate	
  how	
  these	
  concepts	
  affect	
  the	
  
future	
  of	
  h ealthcare.	
  Stunning	
  3D	
  animation	
  and	
  graphics	
  take	
  viewers	
  on	
  a	
  journey	
  d eep	
  into	
  the	
  
structure	
  of	
  the	
  h uman	
  body	
  to	
  illustrate	
  how	
  quantum	
  b iology	
  influences	
  health.	
  	
  

THE LIVING MATRIX film provides a comprehensive yet inspiring and accessible overview
of the science that is proving the human mind can influence our health and that we are more
powerful than we have ever imagined.
	
  
The	
  Living	
  Matrix—The	
  New	
  Science	
  of	
  Healing	
  (running	
  time	
  83	
  minutes)	
  is	
  now	
  a vailable	
  on	
  DVD	
  for	
  
$19.95	
  for	
  more	
  information	
  p lease	
  visit:	
  www.thelivingmatrixmovie.com	
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